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Google Panda 3.9 Update Released

Recently, Google released a new update for their Panda algorithm. Take a look at the
official tweet in the screenshot below. This update will be significant, as it is planned
to affect around 1% of total indexed websites.

At this point, we have not seen any negative effects in regards to rankings, but we are
keeping a close look every day. Below is a list of all the Panda algorithm updates since
the original update was released.
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Panda Updates:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Panda 3.9 on July 24th
Panda 3.8 on June 25th
Panda 3.7 on June 9th
Panda 3.6 on April 27th
Panda 3.5 on April 19th
Panda 3.4 on March 23rd
Panda 3.3 on about February 26th
Panda 3.2 on about January 15th
Panda 3.1 on November 18th
Panda 2.5.3 on October 19/20th
Panda 2.5.2 on October 13th
Panda 2.5.1 on October 9th
Panda 2.5 on September 28th
Panda 2.4 in August
Panda 2.3 on around July 22nd
Panda 2.2 on June 18th
Panda 2.1 on May 9th
Panda 2.0 on April 11th
Panda 1.0 on February 24th
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Google is using Semantic Search to mimic human behavior

In April’s newsletter, we called attention to Google’s use of Semantic Search. We have
seen plenty of evidence of these changes over the past few months. Google wants their
algorithm to act like a human and its semantic search update is a step in that direction.
The way brands and keywords are ranked is completely new.
As an example, take a look at the keyword “Tom and Jerry”. Google recognizes that
Tom and Jerry are fascinating comic characters by assigning it multiple 'types'. Each
'type' is associated with specific attributes.

Someone searching for "Tom and Jerry" may be looking for information on ANY of
Tom and Jerry's types. Considering, you had a site following the history of Tom and
Jerry and offering related products for sale, you could find semantic markups to add to
your site to address all types of questions someone may be asking about this show
such as:
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When did the cartoon start?

Date Created

Who were casted in this show?

Actor

Where can I buy DVDs for my kids?

Offers

The bad news for site owners is that Google wants to keep searchers on their search
pages for as long as possible. So, they provide answers to many of the questions
they've anticipated regarding Tom and Jerry directly within the search listings. Along
the right column of the results, within the Knowledge Panel, they provide a brief
history, the run time of the original cartoon and list the names of cast members. Then,
within the organic results, you find places to purchase memorabilia, copies of the
cartoon on DVD and links to YouTube videos.
Google is providing this information to searchers via links to more information within
the panels, as well as links out to authority sites. Soon enough the knowledge panel
will expand to include what most people are looking to learn, and possible purchase,
based on their search phrase. In order for Google to know that your site has the
correct 'types' so that you have the opportunity to be included in this is where
Semantic markups comes in.
The schema (html tags) that Google recognizes in its algorithm can be found at
Schema.org. They do well in explaining the several 'types' in which keyword searches
can be classified. The most common are:
• Creative works: Creative Work, Book, Movie, Music Recording, Recipe, TV Series
• Embedded non‐text objects: Audio Object, Image Object, Video Object
• Event
• Organization
• Person
• Place, Local Business, Restaurant
• Product, Offer, Aggregate Offer
• Review, Aggregate Rating
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Schema.org will provide you a clear understanding of exactly how Google determines
associations and attributes, in addition to providing you with some really great HTML
examples.
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The first step, as a business owner, is to determine where you fit in. What's your
schema? For instance, if you were the owner of ‘The Greenwich Hotel’ in NYC, you
would want to make sure that Google recognizes you as a Hotel, Place and Local
Business. Each of these types has various attributes associated with them, which you
can see here.
Performing a search for ‘The Greenwich Hotel’ will prove that Google is doing a good
job of pulling up relevant information for ‘The Greenwich Hotel’.
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From within the results you can see a brief description, a transit point, a price point,
and a map that will show you where the 'Local Business' is located. If you were the
owner of ‘The Greenwich Hotel’ you would want to help Google out by making sure
that your Google Places listing was associated with your website by applying any
semantic markups that may come in handy to your site.
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One area where they may need help is in the 'Events' category. Sometimes, you might
offer some special discounts, freebies, and festive offers for your promotion. It would
be a good idea for Google to consider adding semantic markups for 'Events' to their
site.
Try performing a search for your own business to see what is returned. Brainstorm
what semantic markups may be worth adding to your site. Staying ahead in the
rankings isn't a sprint; it's a marathon. You want to make sure you're doing every bit
to stay ahead in the race and optimize for the long run.
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Google is Testing a New Feature: Tabbed Site Links

It's official. Google is testing site links in a new tabbed format. The site links that
you're used to seeing are still there in the "Top Links" section. However, above them
are clickable tabs with more categories of site links to choose from.
According to reports, it appears that site links within each tab are determined by
relevance and popularity. The new tabbed site links format gives your site the
opportunity to increase the number of site links substantially, as you can see in the
example below with the search for "Next".
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Of course there are pros and cons to the new format for site owners. Some worry that
the tabs just add bulk which will end up pushing listings further down the page. There
are also concerns that this might be an attempt by Google to keep traffic on their own
site for a longer time.
The positive side is that giving visitors the chance to click right through to the
information they're looking for could bring higher quality traffic. It will also decrease
your site's bounce rate and increase time spent on each page dramatically.
However, we strongly feel that there needs to be a better way for webmasters to
influence how site links appear in Google's SERPs. Demoting site links URLs via
Webmaster Tools won't be enough to offer a great user experience. Introducing extra
functionality in Webmaster Tools, so webmasters can work more on their own site
links, would be more beneficial.
Anyways, we'll reserve judgment and keep you posted as the testing continues.
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Crawl Error Alerts and Last Link Feature Added to Google Webmaster Tools

Google has rolled out Crawl Error Alerts in Webmaster Tools that will inform you of any
serious errors or unusual spikes in errors that are occurring on your site. Since
Googlebot crawls your site regularly it's a great idea for it to give you a heads up when
it detects a problem.
Google has divided the Crawl Errors into two types: Site Errors and URL Errors.
Site Errors usually occur when there is a problem with configuration or a 8
server
problem which usually affects your entire site. Some common causes for site errors
include:
• Your DNS server is down or misconfigured.
• Your Web server itself is firewalled off.
• Your Web server is refusing connections from Googlebot.
• Your Web server is overloaded, or down.
• Your site's robots.txt is inaccessible.
If Googlebot detects too many site errors, they will send you an error notice within your
Webmaster Tools. The message will tell you the percentage rate of the error and
suggestions on how to solve it.
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URL errors are more common even on a well configured site. Depending on the size of
the site and the number of pages it has, there could be a fairly large number of URL
errors on a regular basis. Googlebot detects these errors and only sends you a message
when the amount of errors has a big spike.
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These errors could be caused by things like soft 404's, a moved directory, or even
someone linking to a page on your site that doesn't exist, meaning that it might not even
be a problem that you need to address.

Unless you login to your Webmaster Tools every day to check messages, you will need
to consider enabling the Message Forwarding feature. This will allow Google to send
these alerts directly to your e‐mail address so that you don't miss anything important.
In addition to the Crawl Errors alerts, Google has also added a new feature known as
"Download latest links". This allows you to download a list of newly discovered links
that you've acquired which is sorted by date.
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Matt Cutts’ Publicly Comments About Social Signals vs. Links

In an interview with Danny Sullivan at the SMX Advanced conference, Matt Cutts was
asked whether or not links were being completely replaced with social signals for
rankings. Here is his answer:
"There's this perception that 'Yes, everything will go social' or 'links are
completely obsolete'. And I think it's premature to reach that conclusion. I don't
doubt that in 10 years things will be more social and those will be more powerful
signals but I wouldn't write the epitaph for links quite yet."
He goes on to talk about the massiveness of the Internet, reminding us that there are
tons of signals that Google uses within its algorithm to determine rankings. Generally,
major changes happen slowly so expect a small dialing down of links importance with
tests and tweaks along the way. You can watch his short two‐minute interview below.
http://www.youtube.com/embed/mXJylyR2Lc0
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Google Takes Steps To Compete With Siri

Google has high hopes to corner a bigger section of the mobile search market with big
changes to their mobile search UI including the addition of a 'Voice Assistant' and the
release of Google Now (a combination of what your phone knows about you to allow it
to guess what you may want) for Android users.
Google wants to improve their voice search with the addition of a Siri‐like assistant.
The voice is not triggered to read all results but seems to be most often used when
looking for specific answers to questions such as a phone listing for a business or a
sport's score.
With the announcement of Google Now, Google hopes to become integral in helping you
in everyday tasks using search. It combines your location, calendar events and time of
day to anticipate what you may be searching for. An example that Google provided was
that if you're driving to work Google Now may assist you in giving you alternate routes
if there's a traffic jam or even provide the closest place for a quick bite to eat. You use
the touch screen on your Android phone to scroll through the Google Now results and if
you're not interested in them they can be removed with a swipe and you'll be returned
to the regular mobile results.
Hard to say how long it will take for these changes to become fully integrated and
adopted by users but they look promising. To check out what Google has to say
regarding Google Now watch their short 1‐minute video below.
http://www.youtube.com/embed/pPqliPzHYyc
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You Can Now Disavow Links in BING Webmaster Tools

Right out of the blue Bing added a service allowing webmasters to disavow links from
within their webmaster tools account. It's a bit odd because Google is the one that has
been penalizing questionable links of late, not Bing. So this caught us a little off guard.
While we haven't heard much from Bing on the subject of penalties for links before, it's
entirely possible that this is more of a reporting tool than a disavow tool. It looks like
Bing wants to know where the bad links are at, and having the target site report them
might be an interesting twist.
How it may affect the site where the link has been disavowed is yet known. Another
thing to consider is that this feature will be used to help train an algorithm in detecting
low quality links. Regardless, Bing has yet to tell us exactly how the disavow feature
works or what kind of affect it will have, which is why we're not suggesting you use this
tool just yet.
However, if you're interested in taking it for a spin you will find the tool within Bing's
Webmaster Tools. All you need to do is choose which of your sites you wish to work
with and click Configure my site > Disavow links. Then you'll have the ability to
disavow an entire domain, a directory or even a specific URL.

Again, it's unclear what effect this service may have. In the official Bing's Blog Post
about this subject, Duane Forrester noted not to expect to see any change in ranking
after using the tool, and that there is no limit to the number of URL's you can disavow.
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“Don’t Focus on Links,” says Bing

Duane Forrester, Bing's Senior Product Manager for Webmaster Tools, posted a
thought provoking post to Bing's Webmaster Blog July 20th. Duane posted "What if
links aren't as important as you think?" and attempts to make the point, without giving
away the store, that links aren't as powerful as many give them credit for. He's quite
specific that links still count, but perhaps more time should be spent on Social, fixing
Web page errors (like dupe H1 tags), and creating content that answers questions.
We don't think this is a big revelation from the folks at Bing. Duane's just pointing out
that your SEO work should be well rounded vs. only focusing on links as an end all
solution.
In regards to Social, we have been noticing in Bing Local search that there is what
appears to be an influence based on the number of Facebook Likes a business has
received. While far from a scientific study, call it a good gut feel that at least in that type
of search, Facebook likes are very likely to be one of the signals Bing is using. To be
clear, we're not talking about personalized search where a friend likes something and
that influences ranking, we're talking about Facebook Likes in general impacting search
results.
At the end of the day we have to agree with Duane ‐ don't hyper focus on links, spread
your promotion efforts out across the board for best results.
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